
2 Cubeo Grammar

1.1 Phonemes

Cubeo has six oral vowels /aeioui/ and six corresponding nasalized

vowels /a e I 6 u */ shown in (1). (The /*/ is a high central unrounded
vowel.) The phoneme written here as /e/ and its nasalized counterpart

/e/ are phonetically open: [e] and [e].

(1) Vowel phonemes

Front Central Back

High oral i i u

nasalized I \ u

Nonhigh oral e a o

nasalized e a 6

The consonant phonemes of Cubeo are shown in (2). The /w/ and the

/)/ have allophones at other points of articulation (see §1.2). Cubeo is

unusual in having a velar fricative /x/ but no strident fricatives. Among
the older Cubeos, Spanish borrowings containing the s sound are

pronounced instead with the alveopalatal affricate /tj*/ before vowels; the

s disappears word final in such borrowings: [xe'tju] from Spanish Jesus.
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(2) Consonant phonemes

Bilabial Alveolar Alveopalatal Velar

Stop voiceless p t k

voiced b d

Affricate tj

Fricative x

Flap r

Semivowel w j

1.2 Allophones

While there are no vowel allophones in Cubeo, many of the Cubeo
consonants have allophones conditioned by the nasality of the environ-

ment. The voiceless consonant /x/ has the variant [n] before a nasalized

vowel as in (3).

(3) /xi'xori/ [ijPijofi]

/'xuxiko/ ['xuxiko]

squirrel

species of fish

Similarly, /r/ has the allophone [f] before a nasal vowel and [r]

before an oral vowel.

(4) /ko'rexaki/ [ko'rexaki] wait!

Ao'reko/ [ko'reko] woodpecker

The voiced stops /b/ and /d/ occur as the nasal variants [m] and [n],

respectively, either word initial or following a nasalized vowel, provided

the following vowel is nasalized; and as [mb] and [53] either word initial

or following a nasalized vowel, provided the following vowel is oral as

in (5)-(7)

(5) /ba'kaRo/ [ma'kafo] jungle

/da'xoko/ [na'xoko] crab

/xo'beblko/ [xo'memiko] she stirred

/de'deblko/ [ne'nemiko] she sucked

(6) /'kibd/ ['kirnba] comb

/ba'xibewi/ [maximbewi] I don't know
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(7) /»xiRi/ ['xiSli] egg

/'duduki/ ['Suduki] chigger

In other environments (i.e., following an oral vowel), /b/ and /d/ are

realized as voiced stops.

The voiceless stops /p/ and /t/ have prenasalized allophones when
they appear word initial or following a nasalized vowel, if the following

vowel is nasal.

(8) Ao'pijo/ [ko'mpijo] tooth

(9) /tai'tedi/ [tai'ntedi] fly (noun)

The phoneme /j/ has eight allophones: [j j 6 § d3 ji ncjs nj]. The

semivowel [j] occurs after the high front vowels /i 1/, before an oral

vowel.

(10) /bi'bijo/ [mi'mijo] hummingbird

The nasalized semivowel [J] occurs after the high front vowels /i 1/

before a nasalized vowel.

(11) /l'joriy [l'Jorf] did you take (it)?

The voiced interdental fricative [5] occurs between the nonhigh vow-

els /a a e e o 6/, provided the second vowel is oral.

(12) /do'je/ [do'de] species of fish (dormilon)

/5'rdjo/ [a'rddo] leg

/ka'jaxie/ [ka'5axle] nearby

The preceding nonhigh vowel may be in the preceding word if the /j/

begins a word closely associated (possibly cliticized) to that preceding

word.

(13) /do'jobo/ [no'dobo] after that, lit, that after

/de je'bai/ [ne de'bai] their place

The nasal interdental fricative allophone [5] occurs between nonhigh

nasalized vowels.
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(14) /a'ja/ [a'Sa] snake

Ao'jeibe/ [ko'deime] necklace

The voiced alveopalatal affricate [d3] occurs elsewhere before an oral

vowel, that is, after a high back or central vowel [u], [u], [i], or [?], and

before an oral vowel. The nasal alveopalatal allophone [ji] occurs else-

where before a nasalized vowel; that is, after a high back or central

vowel [u], [u], [i], or [*] and before a nasalized vowel, or utterance

initial before a nasalized vowel as in (15).

(15) /a'bukuja/ [a ,bukud3a] cassava serving basket

/jd'bl/ [jici'mi] night

The allophones with nasal onset [nd$] and [nf] occur utterance initial

before an oral vowel in free variation with each other.

(16) /jii/ [iijii] ~ [ndjii] kapok

Salser (1971) posited a separate phoneme /6/, whereas we have

claimed that [5] is an allophone of /j/. Our analysis faces a single

counterexample in the common verb root /ja-/ 'do, make', which unex-

pectedly retains the [d] utterance initial, e.g., [Sabexaki] 'don't do it!',

and sometimes word initial even though the preceding word does not end

in a nonhigh vowel, e.g., pobi da-RI (burrow make-GER) 'burrow making*.

As discussed above, [j] would be expected in this environment (cf.

xewi-ja-BJ (edge-make-GER) 'sharpening'). Aside from this one verb, then,

[6] can be treated as an allophone of /j/.

The phoneme /w/ has as allophones the voiced labiodental fricative

[v], the semivowel [w], the voiced bilabial fricative [{£], and the nasal

semivowel [w].

The allophone [v] occurs before the oral front vowels /i e/, as well as

between two /a/s.

(17) /we'd/ [ve'a] corn

Aa'wa/ [ka'va] buzzard

The allophone [w] occurs before nonfront vowels and word initially

before /a/.

(18) Ai'wi/ [ki'wi] I am
/wa'o/ [wa'o] black howler monkey
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The allophone [£] occurs in free variation with [w] before /a/.

(19) /wa'xa/ [wa'xa] ~ [{ki'xa] capuchin monkey

The allophone [w] occurs before nasalized vowels.

(20) /'wari/ ['wan] pig

/wi'jfbE/ [wi'jiime] he is sniffing/smelling

1.3 Syllable, tone, and stress

A syllable in Cubeo consists of (C)V. Two levels of pitch, low (un-

marked in phonemic examples) and high (marked with an acute accent

over the vowel in the examples of this section), contrast in Cubeo:

Adbukd/ 'ear' and Adbave/ 'torch'; /xdjIbU/ Tra looking at' and

/ajibU/ Tm eating'. Low pitch has two variants, mid (unmarked in the

following examples) and low ([
v

] in the following phonetic examples).

Low pitch occurs word final and on syllables preceding a vowel (except

on dipthongs, where mid pitch is found); mid pitch occurs elsewhere:

/xoeki/ [xo'ek*] 'axe', /dije/ [d'fje] 'food', /veko/ [ve'ko] 'parrot', and

/adui/ [a'nui] 'there' (Salser 1971).

The stressed syllable (marked with a ['] before the stressed syllable in

the phonetic examples of this section) is the first syllable with high pitch

in a phonological word. In the majority of Cubeo words, this is the

second syllable of the word, and the primary stress always falls on one

of the first four syllables. Stress (equivalently, the position of the first

syllable with high pitch) is contrastive as shown in (21).

(21) Au'jawi/ I bathed (recently)

/'kujawi/ I ran (recently)

In addition to the difference in pitch, stressed vowels are slightly

longer than unstressed vowels in normal speech and significantly length-

ened in emphatic speech.

In the remainder of this book, pitch is not marked; stress is marked

only when it does not fall on the second syllable, or in other words, when
it falls on the first or third syllable.
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1.4 Morphophonemics

1.4.1 Nasal spreading

Most morphemes are of one of three types:

1. Inherently nasal (many roots, as well as suffixes such as -xa 'asso-

ciative', -xi 'diminutive', -Ra 'animate plural', -ku and -jabi

'classifiers', -RI 'gerund');

2. Inherently oral (many roots, as well as suffixes such as -pe 'similar-

ity', -ke 'accompaniment, instrument', -du 'frustrative', and the

classifiers -bo, -Ri, -we, -hi, and -jo); and

3. Unmarked for nasality (suffixes only, e.g., -RE 'direct/indirect ob-

ject', -wl 'nonthird person', and -bA 'interrogative').2

Most roots belong to classes one or two; there are no roots belonging

to class three (i.e., there are no roots which are unmarked for nasality).

However, a few roots are partly oral and partly nasal, e.g., /ba'kaxa-/

[ma'kaxa-] 'defecate', Ao'baxi-/ [ko'maxi] 'be accustomed to', /ba'xi-/

[ma'xi-] 'know, be able to', and /xo'roxi-/ [xo'roxi-] 'get angry'. There is

no evidence that these roots are bimorphemic in present day Cubeo.3

Suffixes beginning with consonants that lack nasal allophones can only

be inherently nasal or inherently oral, while suffixes beginning with

consonants that have nasal variants (viz., /b d j w x r/) can belong to any

of these three classes. The impossibility of predicting which class a suffix

beginning in a nasalizable consonant will belong to is illustrated by the

suffixes -wa 'accustomed aspect' and -wA 'causative' in (22) and (23).

(22) di-wA-fy-Abe -> /di-'wa-ij-abe/ -> [di'waijame]

gO-CAUS-STV-N/H^ms

He takes (someone/something) (lit., he causes (someone/something)

to go).

(23) 'dl-wa-bl -> /'d*-wa-bi/ -> [»diwabi]

gO-ACST-3ms

He customarily goes.

A few suffixes are partly oral and partly nasal, that is they contain

both inherently oral and inherently nasal vowels. An example is -kebd

2In this book, vowels unmarked for nasality are represented by upper case letters.

3The interlinear glosses of verbs throughout this book will not overtly mark the infini-

tive form with ^o' though this should be understood.
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'assumed' (discussed in §2.2.2.4). There is no evidence in present day
Cubeo for further breaking -kebd down into separate oral and nasal

suffixes. Furthermore, the suffix -ta (which indicates focus at the dis-

course level) is itself oral, but conditions nasal spreading.

Nasalization spreads from a nasal vowel to the right across morpheme
boundaries onto vowels which are unmarked for nasality, providing only

vowels unmarked for nasality and nasalizable consonants (/b d j w x r/)

intervene. Some examples are given in (24) and (25).

(24) a. bue-blko -> /bu'e-biko/ -* [bu'ebiko]

She studied recently.

b. di-blko -> /df-'biko/ -> [ra'mlko]

She went recently.

(25) a. bue-jI-bE -* /bu'e-ji-be/ -* [bued3*be]

He is studying.

b. di-ji-bE -*• /df-'jt-be/ -> [m'jiime]

He is going.

Nasal spreading is blocked by an inherently oral suffix (or an inher-

ently oral vowel in a suffix of mixed nasality) as in (26).

(26) a. pa-bo-RE -> /ji'a-bo-re/ -> [pi'ambore]

knee (accusative case)

b. opo-bi -> /6'po-bi/ -> [6'mpombi]

shotgim cartridge

c. di-Ri-du-bi -» /df-'ri-du-bi/ -» [di'nSubi]

He tried to go (but couldn't).

Note that the oral stops which occur between the nasal vowel on the left

and the inherently oral vowel on the right appear phonetically as their

prenasalized allophones.

In some cases, as with the frustrative morpheme du, one might pro-

pose that a morpheme beginning in a nasalizable consonant, but which
blocks nasal spreading is in fact a separate word. (Nasal spreading is

blocked by word boundaries.) However, this is not a general solution,

since many of the morphemes which unexpectedly block the spread of
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nasalization are clearly suffixes, for example the classifiers -bo, -Ri, -we,

-hi, and -jo, and the accustomed aspect suffix -wa discussed above.

In addition to suffixes which unexpectedly block nasal spreading, the

verb ]bA- 'be' has the status of an independent word in that it (and the

suffixes following it) act as a word for purposes of the assignment of

stress. Nonetheless, when preceded by a word ending in a nasalized

vowel, 'bA- is itself subject to nasal spreading, and thus appears to be

encliticized to that word.

(27) a. ixi-bo 'bA-I-blko ([maiminlco])

be^sick-psv^Fs^NMLZ be-sTV-3fs

She was sick.

b. 'xi-jo-ko 'bA-I-blko (['baibiko])

pos-younger^sibling-Fs be-STV-3fs

She is my younger sister.

Finally, the morpheme di- 'this/that previously identified* unexpect-

edly has a nasalized allomorph di- before the diminutive suffix -xl This

is an isolated situation, rather than an instance of a more general rule of

leftward spreading of nasalization, since there are numerous instances of

non-nasal vowels before the diminutive suffix, and of the oral allomorph

of di- before suffixes containing nasal vowels.

1.4.2 Morphophonemic variation between /r/ and /d/

Suffixes of which the initial consonant is the flap /r/ (or under an

alternative analysis, the alveolar stop /d/) exhibit morphophonemic vari-

ation conditioned by the preceding vowel. After the front vowels /iie
e/, such suffixes begin with /d/, but after other vowels, they begin with

/r/. An example is the inherently nasal suffix -RI (gerund). 4

(28) a. a-RI^ /a-'ri/ -> [a»n]

say-GER

saying

b. i-RI -> /l-'di/ -> [l'nl]

get-GER

getting

4 The capital R is used here to indicate an archiphoneme ambiguous between /r/ and

/d/.
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Another example of the archiphoneme R is the inherently oral classi-

fier suffix, -Ri 'small, three-dimensional object' in (29).

(29) a. uju-Ri -> /u'ju-ri/ -> [u'jiuri]

avocado-CLs:3D

avocado

b. ijei-Ri -» /'ijei-di/ -*
[

!id3eidi]

tree~grape-CLs:3D

tree grape

Finally, some suffixes have this morphophonemic variation and, in

addition, are unmarked for nasality. This results in four morpho-
phonemic variants of a single suffix. An example is -RE (object marker).

(30) a. iba-Ro-RE -> /i'ba-ro-re/ -> [i'marore]

town-CLs:place-OBJ

town

b. jabi-RE -> /ja'bi-de/ -» [jia'mine]

night-oBJ

night

c. oko-RE -» /o'ko-re/ -* [o'kore]

water-OBJ

water

d. fcii-RE -> Ai'i-de/ -> [ki'ide]

manioc-oBJ

manioc

The verbs da- 'come' and d*- 'go' also become Ra- and Ri-, respec-

tively, when cliticized to a verb ending in -ki or -ko as in (31).

(31) toiwa-ko-Ra-xA-ko toiwa-I-we-Ra

write-FS-come-iMP-Fs write-STV-CLs:flat-Loc

Come write on the blackboard.

Apart from this clitic construction, these verb roots are da- and di-,

respectively.
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The /r/ very nearly approaches being an allophone of /d/, but there

are a few examples of contrast, e.g., /'duduki/ 'chigger' and /'turubo/

'species of plant'. Apart from these few examples, /d/ always occurs

following the front vowels (/i I e e/) and word initial. The /r/ usually

occurs following nonfront vowels. The only instances of /r/ following a

front vowel are onomatopoetic words or words borrowed from Spanish,

e.g., /'peru 'peru/ ['peru 'peru] 'twinkle twinkle/flash flash', /'tferu/

['tferu] 'sound of panpipes', and /tferutfu/ [tjerutju] 'wood saw' (Span-

ish serrucho); and the only instances of word initial /r/ are in words
borrowed from Spanish, particularly proper nouns such as Roberto,

1.4.3 Stress shift

Nonhigh vowels attract the primary stress of a word from an immedi-
ately preceding stressed vowel, which may be high or nonhigh. One
example of this are the two-syllable noun roots that are pluralized by the

addition of the suffix -A shown in (32).

(32) Ao'pijo/ tooth Aopi-'A/ teeth

/pi'ri/ hand /piri-'A/ hands

Ao'rijo/ blade of grass /korf-'A/ grass

(The -jo suffix is a classifier which means 'slender, pointed, cylindri-

cal'; it does not appear in the plural forms above for reasons which will

be discussed in §3.1.1.) Another example of stress shift is one- and
two-syllable verb roots conjugated in the regular past tense, as seen by
comparison with other tenses and with nominalized forms in (33).

(33) /xi-'A-be/ he gave

/'xi-bl/ he gave recently

/'xi-jl-bE/ he gives

/'xi-I-Ro/ a gift

Note that the stress shifts only one syllable to the right; the already

shifted stress is not further attracted from the /'A/ onto the /e/.

(34) Aoji-«A-be/ he told

Ao'ji-bl/ he told recently

Ao'ji-jl-bE/ he tells

Ao'ji-I-Ro/ a tale/story
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(35) /bue-'A-be/ he studied/taught

/bu'e-bl/ he studied/taught recently

/bu'e-jf-bE/ he studies/teaches

/bu'e-I-Ro/ a class/lesson/course of study

Still another example of stress shift are two-syllable verb roots taking

the causative suffix -0 as in (36)-(38).

(36) /xa'ji-wl/ I tossed/spilled recently.

/xajiJ0-wl kaju-'xi-Ra-RE/ I fed chickens recently.

(37) /xa'tu-wf xia-jo-ku-RE/ I boarded a canoe recently.

/xati-'O-wf 'da-RE/ I transported them recently.

(38) Ao're-wA-wI/ I counted recently.

/kore-'O-wA-wf/ I realized recently.

A final example of stress shift is the abstract general nominalized form

of two-syllable stative verb roots, as seen by comparison with the ab-

stract specific nominalized form and the conjugated verb forms. (The

singular inanimate nominalizer, glossed (in^sg^nmlz), is used to form

abstract specific nominalizations, and the plural inanimate nominalizer,

glossed (in^pl^nmlz), is used to form abstract general nominalizations, as

explained in §3.1.4.)

(39) /xidi-'E/ fearfulness (general nominalization)

/xi'di-Ro/ a fear (specific nominalization)

/xi'di-wl ji/ Fm afraid.

(40) /xixi-'E/ coldness (general nominalization)

/xi'xi-Ro/ something cold (specific nominalization)

/xi'xi-wf ji-RE/Fm cold (lit, it is cold to me).

(41) /xiia-'E/ redness (general nominalization)

/xu'a-Ro/ something red (specific nominalization)

/xu'a-wf/ It's red.
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1.4.4 Vowel coalesence

When two identical vowels are juxtaposed across morpheme bounda-

ries, the two vowels coalesce. For example, when the suffix -I 'stativizer'

is added to the verb root kopai- 'to return', the two /i/s collapse into a

single /i/: kopaido [kopaino] 'a returning* (with the further addition of

the suffix -Ro (nfut^sg^nmlz), which forms a specific abstract nominali-

zation) and kopaije [kopaije] 'returnings' (with the addition of the suffix

-E (nfut^pl^nmlz), which forms an abstract general nominalization).

(42) and (43) are examples of this morphophonemic change with the

vowels /a/ and /e/.

(42) da-RExa-Abe -» /darexabe/

COme-HPAST-N/H~3ms

he came long ago

(43) ape-E-RE -> /apede/

other-usTpL~NMLZ-oBj

other (things)

1.4.5 Epenthesis of /]/

When the vowel /i/ precedes a distinct vowel across morpheme
boundaries, a /j/ is epenthesized. This is very common with the stativiz-

ing suffix -7, which has the allomorph -Ij before vowels (see §2.2.1), but

also occurs with other morphemes, e.g., kai- 'air becomes kaij-E 'all of

them' when the -E (piTnmlz) is added.
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